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EXTENSION OF A METHOD DUE TO WATSON 
G. N. WATSON has remarked [1] that certain problems in the study 
of oscillations about a steady motion, in Bohr's theory of spectra, and 
in the study of the motion of Saturn's rings, involve sums of the form 
(1.1) p- 1 nn s = LCSC-
p n~1 'P 
He therefore felt that it was important to find an asymptotic form suitable 
for calculation when p, a positive integer, is large. 
To find his expansion he has used three significant steps: 
1. He writes the cosecant as an integral 
00 J x<>-1 (1.2) :ncsc:n~= l+xdx for 0<~<1; 
0 
2. He makes use of the identity 
l-e-<P-1lt 1 2e-Pt ( 1 1) 
(1. 3) (l+e Pt)(et-1) = et-1- l+e-Pt eLl+ 2; 
and 3. He uses the expansion 
(1.4) _1_ = ~ _ ~ + B1t +(-)"+1 B., t2n-1+(-)" 0Bn+1 t2n+1 
et-1 t 2 2! ··· (2n)! (2n+2)! ' 
where B., is the nth Bernouilli number and 0 < 0 < 1. Having these relations 
in hand, WATSON finds for SP the following expression: 
(1.5) 2p ( 2p ) "", (-)m(22m-1_l):n;2m-1B;;. SPc-v- log-+0 +2L (2 )'2m 1 
:n; :n; m~1 m m . 'P 
In this relation 0 represents the constant of Euler and the prime indicates 
an asymptotic sum according to VAN DER CoRPUT [3]. He also proves 
1 ) This paper is the first of three on the asymptotic behavior of trigonometric 
sums which have been written with the kind assistance of Dr. J. G. VANDER CORPUT 
of the University of California at Berkeley. The author is therefore indebted to 
the National Science Foundation, Washington, U.S.A., which has awarded grant 
number NSF.Gl884 to Professor VAN DER CORPUT to facilitate his researches. 
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that the error committed by considering only the first k terms is, in 
absolute value, at most equal to the (k+ I)st term. 
This paper is concerned with sums of a more general type, namely 
(1.6) S~= I nTcsc(t)n(~+r) 
n~A+ 1 p 
and 
(I. 7) 
The following assumptions are made concerning the parameters: 
I. B- A is a positive integer. 
2. p is a large positive number. 
3. y is an arbitrary real number. 
4. t and T are non-negative integers, not too large. 
5. A=A.p+,u, B=vp+(!, y=a+-cfp 
where A., ,u, v, (!, a and -c are bounded functions of p. 
6. csc(t)x = d1Jdx1 esc x and cot<tl x = d1Jdx1 cot x. 
7. (nfp+y)n is never a multiple of n. 
For these sums, an approach similar to that of WATSON is successful 
provided one uses the expansion (1.8) in place of (1.4), where 
eat - I h~l IPr+l (a) r 2C(h+I) h (1. 8) el-l - t + ,~0 (r+I)! t + 01 (2n)h+l t +()2 Q,. (a). 
In this expression 0 < I 01'1 < I, 0 < I 021 < I, 
th [a] 
1 ! (a-s)" e<a-•lt for a> 1 
h . • ~o 
Q11(a)= 0 for O~a<; I 
th [-a] 
1 ! (-a-s)" h. s~o for a< 0 
and IPn(x) is the nth Bernouilli polynomial; for example 
IJ?o(x) =I 
IP1(x)=x-i 
!p2(x)=x2 -x+B1 
1p3(x) =x3 -4x2+ 3B1x. 
Using the expression (1.8) I have found the asymptotic behavior of the 
sums ( l. 6) and (I. 7) without difficulty provided T = 0. These expansions 
are of the form 
(I. 9) 
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where D~ means the nth derivative with respect to a. For t=r=O, D;;1 
must be interpreted to mean integration. The remainder Rh has at most 
the same order of magnitude as p-h. In [2] I have deduced a fairly sharp 
numerical upper bound for the absolute value of the remainder term. 
For example, if 11+-r and e+r are between -I and 0, and if t+h is even, 
one finds 
(1.10) JRhJ< nt~~h(t~~)h{JD;+hcsc :n:(a+v)J+JD;+hcsc :n;(a+A.)J}. 
The expansion (1.9) may be obtained in the following way. First write 
the sum sg as an integral, 
00 I xr-1 :n:S8= I+x!x"1Pdx for O<nfp+y<l 
0 " 
Differentiate t times with respect to y, 
00 
(I. H) t+lSt- I (logx)txy-1"1;' nlvd :n; o- I -'.,X X. 
+x n 
0 
Sum over n and transform the variable of integration to obtain 
00 
I 
ut{e-<ap+.<p+p+T)u _ 6 -<ap+vp+e+T)u} 
(- )1(:n:/p)t+1S~= (l+e 1>U) (e"-I) du. 
-00 
Apply now the expansion (1.8), whence there results 
00 
t :n; t+ 1St-~ <p,(-p-t)Iut+r-1{e-<a+-<>u+(-)t+r-1e-<1-a-A>u}du (-) ( fp) o-,.:-0 r!pt+r I+e-u 
0 
00 
_ ~<p,(-e-T) I ut+r-1{e-<a+v>u+(-)t+r-1e-U-a-v>n}du R 
4 r! pl+r I +e-u + h· 
r=O 
0 
Upon noting that 
( 1.12) 
where 
(1.13) 
and 
10, 0 (a)= -log tan n;, 
the expansion (1.9) is established. 
In my dissertation [2] I obtain exactly the same results for Mb instead 
of S~, if one replaces in (1.9) and (l.IO) cosecants by cotangents. 
Unfortunately, the simpler sums treated by WATSON are not included 
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in the expression ( l. 9). In the case ( l.I) I must choose a= A.= ,u = T = 0, 
'JI=I and e= -1. Since now a+A.=O and a+v=I, formula (1.9) :makes 
no sense. In view of this phenomenon I have treated in [2] the following 
five special cases: 
l. O<a+A.< I; a+v= l. 
2. a+A.=O; a+v= l. 
3. a+A.= 0; O<a+v< l. 
4. a+A.=O; a+v=O. 
5. a+A.= I; a+v= l. 
Even in these cases the method of Watson applies provided one uses 
(1.8) instead of (I.4). 
The cases for which T is not zero are not so easy. For these sums the 
foregoing method still applies, but the computations required are so 
involved and tedious that I have not attempted it except for the sum of 
cosecants S~. This sum is somewhat simpler than the corresponding sum 
of cotangents. The result for S} is of the form 
\ 
( )T h ( ) mln(t.T) (t) T St =-=-! f/Jr -f.l-T "" ! c<•> (y) pt-s> (a+A.+m) 
T nt+1 T=O r! pr-T-1 s.:O 8 m=O m. T T, T I ( )T h ( ) min(t.T) (t) T _ -=- ! f/Jr -e-• ! ! c<•> (y) pt-s> (a+v+m)+R 
nt+1 r=O r!pT T 1 s=O 8 m=O m,T T,T hl 
(l.I4) 
but this is a very complicated expression. In this relation em, T(Y) represents 
a polynomial in y of degree T, and Jr.T(lX) is given by (l.I3). These integrals 
are elementary for r;;;.T;;;.O but not for r<T. 
Because of the tedious calculations required to obtain (l.I4), I have 
sought other methods to treat such sums. The form of the expansions 
so far obtained has led me to seek a generalization of the Euler-Maclaurin 
summation formula in the hope that a relation might be found which 
would apply more simply and directly. I am happy to say that such a 
useful variation has been found, and will be discussed in the second paper 
of this series. Even more has been found: There has been developed, upon 
the suggestion of Professor VAN DER CoRPUT, a form of the Euler-Maclaurin 
sum formula which even includes the special cases which formerly had 
to be treated separately. The success of this sum formula depends on the 
notion of generalised limits introduced by J. HADAMARD and greatly 
extended by J. G. VAN DER CoRPUT. This most useful concept, and the 
sum formula which it makes possible, will be discussed in the third paper 
of this series. 
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